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E11leria11 and Hcrni-T,agmngiitn flnit. c ckrnent. 111cLl1od;; arc itnalyzcd for ;;l ahilit.~.- a11d acc:1irac:y 
for l he CHlc- dirn c n ;;ional itdvcdion-dilT11sio11 cq11al io n. Tl1c 111cLl1ocl;; st.11dicd arc a clitHH or ;;c:l1 c 111cs 
called theta algorithms that yield the explicit (ti= 0), semi-implicit (ti= ~ ),and implicit (ti= 1) 
met.hocb. The &tabilit.y analysis shows that. the semi-Lagrangian method i& unconditionally 
&table for all values of 8 while the Eulerian method is only unconditionally stable for & <; 8 <; 
I. The it<:ctH"acy analysiH ;;hows l l1at. l he scr11 i-Litgnu1g·iar1 a11d Eulcr·iitn 111d.l1od;; arc HccorHl 
order accurate in both space and time only for ti = ~- This analysis shows that the best 
methods are the ti = ~ which are the semi-implicit methods. ln essence this paper compares 
a semi-implicit Eulerian method with a semi-implicit &emi-Lagrangian method, analytically 
a11d 1111 rneric:ally. Tl1e ;u1;tlyHi;; Hho w;; t.l1itL Lhc Hcrni-i rnplici L Hcrni-T ,agritngiitn rn c l hod ex }1 ibi1 ;; 
b c l lcr ;unpliL11dc, diHperHior1 and grn11p vdocit.y crrorH t.l1itn I.li e Hcrni-irnplicit. E11leriar1 rnc:Lho d 
thereby achieving better results. Numerical experiments are performed on the two-dimensional 
advection and advection-diffusion equations having known analytic &olutions. The numerical 
result& corroborate the analysis by demon&trat.ing that. the semi-Lagrangian method i& superior 
lo Lhc E11leria11 rncLhod w l1ile IJHing t.irn c HLcps L\.\!0 lo row· Lirncs great.e r·. This prnpcrt.y rnitkeH 
them more attractive than Eulerian methods particularly for integrating atmospheric and ocean 
equations because long time histories are sought for such problems. 
1 Introduction 
Eulerian an<l ::;emi-La.grangia.n finite element. model1:; for Lhe a.d vedion a.nd a<l vecLion-diirusion eq ua.-
tions are presented. 'l'he best methods :rn~ fo11nd to he the semi-implicit methods (B = ~). There-
fore Lhis paper e1:;senLia.lly compare1:; a semi-implicit. Eulerian met.hod wiLh a 1:;emi-impliciL semi-
Lagrangian method . The majority of the numerical models developed in the past have used Eulerian 
methods. In numerical we at her prediction, attention has recently shifted towards semi-Lagrangian 
meU10cb beca.u1:;e Lhey are noL boun<l by Lhe (TL re::;Lridiorn; of Eulerian meU10cb an<l as a resulL 
c:rn use time steps four times p;reater. In short, th ey offer increa.-:ed efficiency witho11t a decrease in 
accuracy. The ana.ly::;i1:; performed in Lhis pa.per 1:;how1:; Lha.L the maximum allowable Coura.nt. num-
ber should not exceed four. For values larger than four, dispersion errors can adversely affect the 
acc11racy of the semi- Lap;ranp;ian solution. 
Semi-Lagrangian met.hod::; and o Lher related meLho<ls wd1 as Cha.raderis t.ic G alerkin and Euleria.n-
Lagrangian methods have been studied using the advect.ion equation in two-dimensions [14] and the 
advedion-diJfu::;ion equa.Lion in one [11] a.nd Lwo-<lirnemiom [1:1]. In [11] a das::; of 1:;cheme1:; 1:;irnila.r to 
•'Thi~ rF.~F.arr:h wa.."'! ccmductof"d ''vhil~ thof" a11thor ''vas an >JR.C a.."'lsociatF. at th~ Ka.val Post_fl;ra.duatof" School. 
t Author to whom all correspondence should b e addressed. -
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semi-Lagrangian methods arc studied for amplification errors but only for Lagrange interpolation. 
In this paper, we analyze a family of two-time-level semi-Lagrangian methods for amplification, 
di:;persion an<l group velocily errors. In ad<liLion, Lhis paper compares :;emi-La.grangia.n met.hocb in 
two-dimensions using Lagrange, Hermite, and spline interpolation. 
Semi-Lagrangian met.hods have been implemenLed successfully for numerical weaU1er predidion 
models by Bates and :\'IcDonald [l], Robert [16], and Staniforth and Tcmpcrton [17]. However, most 
of these methods have used finite difference spatial discreti~ations but finite elements have many 
advantages over finite <liITerence met.hocb including opLimaliLy an<l generaliz.aLion Lo un:;Lruc lure<l 
grids. In sect.ion 2, the finite clement discretization of the two-dimensional advection-diffusion cqua-
Lion using Eulerian an<l semi-Lagrangian melho<ls is int.ro<luced. Bilinear reclangular finite elemenl:; 
arc used for the spatial discretization. For a comparison of various triangular and rectangular fi-
nite element discreti~ations see Neta and \Villi ams [ 1 OJ who recommend either bilinear red.angular 
or i:;osceles Lriangula.r elemenLs. Sec lion ;~ conlains U1e :;La.biliLy an<l accuracy ana.ly:;es of Lhese 
methods. Section 3 also discusses the properties of the opera.tors discretized by the finite clement 
meU10d for the Eulerian an<l :;emi-La.grangia.n met.hocb, and how Lhe slrud.ure of Lhe resulLing ma-
trices affects the choice of matrix solvers. Section 4 presents the numerical experiments performed 
on the two-dimensional adved.ion and adved.ion-diffusion equations to validate the methods and 
corroboraLe Lhe one-dimensional analysis. finally, :;edion ;) conLa.ins Lhe concluding rema.rb an<l a 
discussion of the direction of future work. 
2 Discretization 
The differential form of the '2 /) adved.ion-diffusion equation is 
(1) 
where 9 is some conservation variable, 17 is the velocity vector, and K is the diffusion coefficient. 
2.1 Eulerian 
In Eulerian schemes the evolution of the system is monitored from fixed positions in space and as a 
con:;equence, are Lhe easiest. meU10ds Lo implement. as all variable properlie:; a.re computed a.l fixed 
grid points in the domain. Discrctizing this equation by the finite clement method, we arrive at the 
following element.al equations 
JI p +(A+ D)9 = R 
>vhere M is the mass matrix,,,\ the adved.ion, I) the diffusion, and It the boundary terms which are 
given by 
D;J = K -'-' ____!_}__ + -'-' ____!_}__ d0. j. ( 8.1/, . 81!.. . 81/, . 81! .• . ) n ch~ Dx Dy Dy ' 
R; = K f i;;;(\79 · i'i)dS, ion 
where -~> arc the bilinear shape functions and ii is the outward pointing normal vector of the bound-
aries. Discretir.ing this relation in time gives the theta algorithm 
[ill+ LltB(A + /J)]9n+l =[Al - Llt(l - B)(A + /J)]:p" + Llt(BH"+1 + (1 - B)H!') (2) 
where B = 0, ~' 1 gives the explicit, semi-implicit, and implicit methods, respectively [7]. ~'or other 
possible Lime ~<liscreLi11a.Lions see [18]. 
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2.2 Semi-Lagrangian 
Semi-1 .. agrnngi:rn methods belong to the general r:la.<;s of 11pwinding method s. These methods inrnr-
pora.Le diara.clerisLic informaLion inLo Lhe numerical scheme. The Lagrangian form of Equation ( 1) 
lS 
d:p > C) 
- =A. y~'P 
dt 
di -(- . 
- =II J_' 1 l) dt . 
(3) 
d 
where - denotes the total derivative. Discretizing this equation by the two-time level theta semi-dt 
Lagrangian m ethod yields 
(5) 
where :p"+l = :p(i!, l +ill ) and 'P:i = <p(x - 5., l) are Lhe soluLiom; al the arrival and deparlure (d) 
points, respectively and (integrating (4) by the mid-point rule) 
(i = L.:>.l-U. x - - ' l + -- A - (- (l D,,_f) 2 2 (tl) 
defines a recursive rel al ion for Lhe semi-Lagrangian deparl ure points. DiscreLi11ing Lhis rel al ion in 
space by the finite clement method, we get 
[M + D..WD] <p11 +1 = [M - ill(l - O)D] 'P;; + D..l(OR11+1 + (1- O)R;;) (7) 
where the matrir:es are defined as in the ~:11 leri an <:a.<;e . 
3 Stability and Accuracy Analysis 
In order Lo deLermine the linear sLabiliLy of Lhe meLhods, leL us Lum our a.Li.enLion toward the 
one-dimensional advcction-diffusion equation 
'Pt + Zl'{'x - J( :.Pxx = 0. (8) 
3.1 Eulerian 
The discretization of the theta algorithm gives 
( _1 [~} ~] _ _!J_it,__[l O. -l] - BK [1. _2. l]) [· ~n+l .~n+l .• n+l] _ ill f)·;~'f) 2D..x '· D..x2 · · · rj-l•'r'.i : 't'.i + 1 -
( 1 [l 2 1] (1-0)·u.[ ] (1-0)K[ , J) [·" .n n] D..t 6'3'6 + 2D..;i: 1, 0,-1 + D,.;i:2 1,-'.!, 1 . 'Pj-1,'Pj:"PJ+l (9) 
where linear finiLe elements are used. This discreLization is obLained by construding Lhe global 
equations from the clement equations and is now defined at the grid points. Note that linear finite 
elements are very similar to ser:ond order centered finite differenr:es; the only differenr:e being the 
consisLenL mass matrix. If Lhe mass matrix were Lo be lumped, Lhen we would arrive al an idenLica.l 
second order centered finite difference discretization. Let us introduce the Fourier mode 
(HJ) 
where G is the amplification factor, .i is the grid point, i = A, r,~ = kD..J.: is the phase angle, k is 
the wave n11mber, and n denotes the time level. S11bstit11ting (10) into (D) and letting 
D..tu D..t I< . 
er= D..x (Courant number) and fl= il J_,2 (diffusion coefficient) 
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we get the amplification factor 
( 11 ) 
an<l Lhe amplificaLion error 
( 1 2) 
For a<lveclion (K = /! = 0) Lhe rneLhod i~ uncon<liLionally urn;Lable for 0 S: 0 < ~ an<l uncon<liLionally 
stable for & -<; () -<; 1. For advcction-diffusion the method is conditionally stal;lc for 0 -<; (} < & and 
unconditionally stahle for ~ -<; fJ -<; 1. \Vriting G = IGI exp-<i!> we P/~t the dispersion relation 
[ (J,] cl>= arctan b 
where 
( 2 l ) a - <J - + - co::; 0 sin 0 - ') ') ' ' 
•J •J 
[ 2 1 ] [2 1 . ] b = 3 + 3 cos r/; + 21i(l - e)(cos r/; - 1) 3 + 3 cos r/; - 21ie(cos 1) - 1) - CT2 (}(1 - e) sin2 dJ 
an<l Lhe <lisp er~ion error i:; given by 
1> 




The group velociLy i:; <lefine<l as Lhe derivaLive of Lhe frequency "'-' with re:;pecL to the wave number 
k and is given by 
dw 
dk 
where <I>= · ... 1D.l. The <lerivalive of the tan funcLion is given by 
where 
:rnd 
u1 • b - b' ·a 
62 
b1 = (-~ sin(~ - '211, ( l - fJ) sin(~) (~+~ms(~ - '211,fJ(cos (~ - 1)) 
+ (-~~in ,P + 2µ0 ~in ,P) ( 2 1 ) 3 + 3 co~ 0 + 211( 1 - 0) 
which yields the group velocity error 




figure:; 1 an<l 2 ~how Lhe behavior of the a.rnpliLude error:; for a<l veclion and a<l vecLion-diirusion 
for the three Eu leri:rn methods . F'igmes :) and 4 show the dispersion and group velocity errors for 
advecLion-diJfu:;ion for Lhe :;erni-impliciL and fully-irnpliciL Eulerian meLhocb - the curves for the 
explicit method arc not included because this method has stability problems and hence is a poor 
choice. Ky virtue of figures 1 and :) we can see that for adved.ion the fJ = ~ algorithm yields the 
be~l soluLion; one which has no ampliLude (damping) error. In addition, for a<l vecLion-diirusion 
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the () = ~ algorithm also yields the best algorithm, albeit it has an associated clamping error clue 
to the diffusion introduced by th e governing eqirntion. However, the dispersi on and group velocity 
errors associated with the 0 = ~ algoriLhm are quile large as ¢ --+ Ir (short wave:;) and increase 
with increasing er. These figure; tell us that for advcction (figures l, 3 and 4), the semi-implicit 
Eulerian met.hod ( 0 = ~) :;uJfers from disper:;ion and group velocity error:; becau:;e Lhese waves are 
not damped. On the other hand, it performs better for advcction-diffusion (sec figures 2, 3, and 4) 
bec:rn se the short dispersive w:rves are damped by the diffusion terms in the governing equation. 
Figure '1 show8 Llrnl Lhe group velociLy approad1e8 Lhe acLual ad veclion speed u for Lhe long wave:; 
( d1 = O) but goes to zero for the short waves ( r,~ -+ Ir). As er increases, the group velocity error 
becomes great.er than one for some phase angles and negaLi ve for other phase angle:; meaning that. 
the information is propagating faster than the theoretical wave speed or in the wrong direction. As 





for 0 < ef; < 3 
d:.,.,• 
< 0 f'()l' dk'. -
Note that dispersion and group velocity plots for the folly-impli cit method are given only for rr = ~. 
13y comparing t.he:;e curve:; wiLh Lhose for the semi-implicit. melhod iL i:; evident. Lhal Lhis met.hod i:; 
much more dispersive than the semi-impli cit method and consequently not as accurate. 
For the accuracy analysis we expand via a Taylor series to fourth order in space and third order 
in Lime aboul Lhe poinl (jD..:r, l) and get. 
D..x2 D..x3 
:P'.I+1 = 'P + D..x:p,r + - 2-;,p,..,r + - 6-;,p,°"'"' + O(D...1~)
4 , 
11 b,.;i:2 b,.;i:3 . .-1 
'P.1 -1 = 'P - D..x:p.i; + T'P:rx - 5'P:rx:F + O(D..:i'.) 
11 +1 D..l2 D..:t2 D..x3 
'PJ+i = ;,p + D..tp1 + 2 :P11 + D..:t;,p,. + Tp",,. + - 6-;,p,..,.,,_,, 
D..tb..:i::2 D..tb..:i::;1 
+D..lD..J.'.f't:r + --2--'Ptx:F + --6-. -<ptx:F:r 
D..t2 D..x D..t2 D..x2 D..t2 D..x3 3 4 +~'Pttx + '1 'Ptt xx + 12 'Ptt xxx+O(D..t ,D..;i: ), 
D..12 D..:t2 D..x3 'P.}~11 = ;,p + D..tp1 + . 2 :Pu - D..:t;,p,. + Tp",,. - -(>-;,p,..,r;,, 
D..tb..:i::2 D..tb..:i::3 
-D..lD..J.'.f't:r + --2--'Ptx:F - --6--'Ptx:F:r 
D..t'l D..x D..t2 D..x2 D..t'l D..x;1 
---2-'Pttx + 4 'Ptt xx - l'2 'Ptt xxx + O(D..t
3
, D..;1:4), 
which when substituted into (9) gives the local discretization error 
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Differentiating the original equation 
with respect tot we ohtain 
I{ Pt:i::r = Ptt + tiPt:" 
which can be wbstiLuLed into Lhe local <liscreLi11a.Lion error Lo yield 
( 18) 
Thi:; relation :;how::; LhaL the rneLhod i~ :;econ<l order accurate in boLh time and space for 0 = ~. for 
all other values, the met.hod is only first order accurate in time. For J{ = 0 ( advection) we can~ write 
an<l we Lhen get. 
/, (.i: : t) = YI + 11'f'r: + [flt 11.2 p,,,,, ( ~ - (J)] + 0 ( flt 2 ' fl.?; 2 ) ( 1 9) 
which yiekb a <liITu~ion-like Lenn for 0 > ~ which explain:; why irnpliciL rneLhod~ a.re uncon<liLionally 
stable. However, this diffusion term dissipates the solution and hence diminishes its accuracy. For 
0 < ~ the :;cherne adds Lhi::; q ua.ntiLy thereby explaining Lhe reason for the insLabiliLie:; encounLere<l 
by this second order explicit method. In section 4 (numerical experiments) the explicit method used 
in the numerical experiments is a first. order upwind met.hod. 
3.2 Semi-Lagrangian 
The Lagrangian form of the one-dimensional advcction-diffusion equation is 
d· ~ d~ - K;p:i::r = 0 (20) 
dx 
dt u(:c, l) (21) 
(22) 
(}:=flt u x - -, t + -( 
(i D.l) 
2 2 
where dis the <leparLure poinL and Pd is Lhe inLerpolation of 'P:i using grid poinL value:;. InLroducing 
the Fourier modes we obtain the amplification factor 
G = [fd] 0 
+ -
3 
co~¢ + 'l~i (cos q; - 1 
"' . 
[ 




fd = p~ (24) 
'-Pj 
>vhid1 is a p;enernlized stahility r:riteria and is valid for any type of approximation used for Pd. 'l'he 
amplification error is again defined by (12). Assuming no interpolation is required because we know 
the value at. the departure point. , then the interpolation fond.ion is 
- 11 11 ( • ,, ) 
'Pd='P J.:..>..i:-(\: 
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which gives the amplification factor 
fd = exp-imo 
which is sLa.ble for any value of ex. Generally ~pea.king, the deparLure poinLs do not. lie on grid 
points therehy req11iring some form of interpolation. In this paper, c11hic spline interpolation is 
used Lo a.pproxirnaLe the departure poinLs. l:sing anyLhing lower Lha.n cubic int.erpola.Lion elirninaLes 
any advantages that the semi-Lagrangian method might offer [13]. In addition, using Lagrange 
interpolation as opposed to Hermite or spline interpolation also greatly diminishes the accuracy of 
Lhe solution. for cubic spline inLerpolat.ion we obLa.in 
if'J :.PJ-p - &i'J-p + &2 [3(9J-p-l - 9J-p) + i'J-p-1 + 20.J-p] 
-63 [2(:Pi-p-1 - 'P.i-f!) + <P.1 -1'-1 +Pi-pl 





0 is the resid11al Co11rant n11mber and <T = is the Co11rant m1mber. In addition, the terms P.i-f! 
2i.J.' 
are obtained from the recurrence relaLion 
i'J-p-1 + 4h-P + 0:i-p+l = 3('PJ-p+l - 'P:i-p-1) j - p = l, ... , n 
where n is the number of gridpoints in the mesh. This interpolation yields 
f.i = [exp-ip•t-] [1 + 6 2 (20 - :::)( 1 - cost~) - 6 2 (o - 1)(1 - cos2 q'.J )] 
-isind;[o(o -1)(&(1 +cosd;)-1) - (i2 (2&- 3)] 
which says that the method is stable for all p, since 0 -S: & -S: l by definition. Thus the two-time 
level ~erni-Lagrangian met.hod is uncorn.lit.ionally sLa.ble for advedion (K = J,l = 0) and ad vecLion-
diffusion. The dispersion relation is given by 
1> = arcL an [Ti J (2tl) 
where 
a= H sin p</.J + A cos pt~, 
b = B cos pr,~ - il sin pr,~ , 
and 
A.= [ci(ci - l)(o·(l +cos¢) - 1) - (i'.!(2o· - :~)]sin¢, 
H [1 2(q··· 'J)(.1 ·i · 2(· 1)(.1 _2 ' )] = + 0: L (\: - ,) - COS (p - 0: 0 - - CO:- (~ , 
and the disper~ion error is defined by (H). The group velocily and group velocily error are defined 
once again by equations (15) and (17) where the derivative of the tan function is given by (16) where 
a' sin p</.J( H1 - Ap) +cos p</.J( Hp+ A'): 
and 
A' cos(~ {6(0 - 1 )[o(l + cos(p) - 1] - o 2(2ii - ::i)} - sin 2 (,t,io 2(ii - 1) 
B' = & 2 sin 1; [ 2 & - 3 - 2 ( & - 1) cos r,~ ] . 
figures fi and () show the a.rnpliLude errors for diirerenL value~ of o· for ad vecLion and ad vecLion-
diffusion, respectively. Figures 7 - 15 show the dispersion and group velocity errors for different 
val11es of o for advection-diff11sion. Ky looking at the dispersion and gro11p velocity relations for the 
~erni-Lagrangian rnelhod, we can see Lha.L these errors a.re a~sociaLed only wiLh ad vecLion, beca.u~e 
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the diffusion terms drop out from these relations. Therefore, these errors arc independent of K and 
(J h12ca11s12 (J only affod.s th12 diffusion t12rms. 'l"h12 fom diff12r12nt vah112s of ii shown ar12 0.2.), o .. )0, 0.7.) 
an<l 1 which correspoml Lo Lhe departure poinL lying one-quarLer, one-half, t.hree-quarLen;, a.nd one 
grid point distance away from the p grid point. First considering advcction, figures 5 and 7 - 10 
show LhaL while Lhe dispersion error is large for ef; --+ Ir (shorL waves) Lhese shorL dispersive waves 
arc dampened for er <:; 4 as long as the dispersion occurs at phase angles r/; > T. This damping 
for th12 short disp12rsiv12 wav12s k1212ps th12 sol11tion stabili'.i'.12d and accmat12. \Jot12 that figm12s 1 and 
;~ show LlrnL Lhe shorL dispersive waves are nol dampe<l for Lhe Eulerian case and as a result., the 
solution is adversely affected by dispersion errors. Figure 11 shows that for er > 4, there is dispersion 
associaLed wiLh some phase angles ef; < % which include long waves. Thus as Lhe CouranL number 
increases beyond 4, the semi-Lagrangian method suffers from inaccuracies due to dispersion errors 
that ar12 not damp12d by th12 amplit11d12 12rror. F'igm12s 12-16 show that th12 group v12lociti12s approad1 
Lhe a.clua.l a.dvecLion speed ti for all waves for ci = 0.2i), 0.7i) and L buL goes Lo 11ero for the shorL 
waves ( r/; = Ir) for 0: = 0.5 and moves in the opposite direction for the short waves for a = 0.25 
an<l p = 0. However Lhere a.re Lwo po in Ls which sa.l vage Lhe semi-Lagrangian rneLhod: firsl, by 
looking a.t figure 5 (amplitude plot), we can sec tha.t these waves arc damped and so do not affect 
th12 sol11tion, and s12cond, that asp and h12nc12 th12 Co11rant rn1mh12r cr incr12r1.s12s, th12 gro11p v12lociti12s 
approach Lhe a<lvecLion speed u for all values of o· except. for O.G. AL ci = O.;J, the numerical melho<l 
exhibits dispersion errors accompanied by amplitude errors thereby eliminating any ill effects that the 
short disp12rsiv12 waves may have caused. Fig11r12 6 shows that for adv12d.ion-diff11sion, th12 diffusion 
associated with the governing equations eliminates one of the advantages of the semi-Lagrangian 
m12thod over the ~'.11lerian method, namely, th12 diffusion of th12 short dispersiv12 wav12s. This means 
LhaL for advecLion-<liITusion, Lhe serni-impliciL Eulerian rneLhod will be cornpeLiLive with Lhe semi-
implicit semi-Lagrangian method. However, the semi-Lagrangian method clearly exhibits a more 
realistic gro11p v12locity b12havior than th12 E11 l12rian met hod. 
For the order of accuracy analysis we expand to fourth order in space and third order in time 
abo11t (jli:t , t), as in th12 ~:ul12rian cas12, to get 
([p + 2].:'.l:c_J 3 ,._ 
,, + r_J( "x.)4, 
'f"":r: :1:;r l ~ i...l. . . 
(\: . 
which, after substituting the Taylor series expansions and the relation p + c\· = - into (22), gives 
li.i: 
th12 local discr12ti :>:at ion 12rror 
L( .... l.) - ·~ +·ti · ~ - }\.··.,, + [lit·~ - litzi2 ·~ - .A/OJ\.··.,, + .A[ ( 1 - O)·uf'I.··.~ ] +()(.Al£ .A.,. '.!) %·, . - rt 't"x 'Y :rx 2 rtt 2 r·:Fr w · 'Ytx:F L.l. . · r:t•Tx w · , L.l..v · 
(27) 
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For pure advcction (K=O) we may use the original pdc 
to obtain 
an<l 
'f'tx = -'ll'Pxx 
thereby yielding the discretization error 
- [.] ., ., L(x, l) ='Pt+ 'll ipx - R.<p ,,x + U + 0(~1", ~x"). (28) 
For advection-diffusion (l( > 0) we may use the orip;inal equation 
to obtain the relations 
an<l 
which, when su hstituted into the local discreti :>:at ion error, yields 
(29) 
Thi::; relaLion show::; Lhal Lhe meLhod i::; second or<ler accurale in boLh space and time for 0 = ~. 
The semi-Lagrangian method itself is second order accurate in space and time but the accuracy of 
the rn1merical scheme is dependent on the order of the interpol at ion functions used to determine 
the departure point and on the time discretization, such as explicit, implicit or semi-implicit. In 
order to obtain second order acnnacy, the interpolation fondions have to he at least second order 
accuraLe, and Lhe Lime <liscreLizalion mu::;L be ::;erni-implicil for a<lvecLion-diirusion. In addition, 
the interpolation functions need not be Hermite or spline, but can also be Lagrange interpolation 
fond.ions. 
3.3 Operator and Matrix Properties 
Hy lookinp; at the b:ulerian differential form of the adved.ion-diffosion equation (1) we can see that 
Lhe opera.Lor is nol self-a<ljoinL. The self-adjoinlnes::; of Lhe operator has significant. implicaLions for 
the finite clement discretization. If the operator is not self-adjoint, then we cannot obtain classical 
variational prinr:iples for the problem. The finite element method can still be used but finite element 
equaLiom can only be obLained through the rnelho<l of weighted resi<luab. for Lhe semi-Lagrangian 
differential form (5) the opera.tor is self-adjoint which means that we can obtain variational principles. 
13ecause Lhe finiLe element. meLhod i::; optimal for the di::;crelizat.ion of opera.Lor::; having variational 
principles, the combination of the semi-Lagrangian time integration with the finite clement space 
disr:retization yields a r:omplementary and powerful numerir:al tedrnique. 
Looking aL iL another way, consider Lhe Eulerian <liscreLizalion in (2) wiLh the semi-Lagrangian 
discretization in (7). From the definitions of the matrices Af, Jl, and D we can sec tha.t the resulting 
coefficienl rnalrix for Lhe Eulerian rnelho<l is not. symmeLric while it. is for Lhe semi-Lagrangian 
method. Let us now sec how this affects the manner in which we solve the resulting system of linear 
equations. b'irstly, we can try to solve the Eulerian matrix usinp; .Jarnhi-type iterative met hods but 
we are not. guaranteed Lo converge to a solution. On Lhe other hand, Lhe syrnrnelric properLy of the 
semi-Lagrangian matrix not only ensures convergence but also only necessitates the storage of half 
Lhe matrix. Therefore, by Laking a<l vanlage of Lhese properLies we can ::;ol ve Lhe semi-Lagrangian 
matrix by conjugate gradient methods usmg an incomplete Choleski factorization. This yields a 
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very powerful and efficient method for solving this class of matrices. For the Eulerian method, we 
lrnve t o resort to either l(ryl ov subspace method s, such as Givl 1-n:s, or to direct m eth od s whi ch 
are relaLi vely inefficienL. Cl\U!ES is a generali11ed conj ugaLe gradient. rnelhod LhaL is applicable to 
non-symmetric ma.trices. These methods arc the best of the unsynunctric solvers but arc not as 
reliable as Lheir syrnrneLric counLerpari.s, namely, Lhe conj ugale gradient. met.hods. 
4 Numerical Experiments 
Numerical experiments are performed on the two-dimension al advedion and advection-diffosion 
equations. For both test cases the domain is defined as 
where (N - 1)105 
Xmi n = .I/m in = - '.Z 
( :V - 1) 10° 
Xmax = Ymax '.Z ' 
LlJ.' = ily = 10s and J1,T is Lhe number of poinLs in the x and y direct.ions. The iniLial waves are 
centered at 
Y.u1,1J.;r - Yrn'i. '!J 
Y o = .I/min+ 2 
and the velocity field rotates a bout th e center oft he domain and is defined as 
ii= +ny and v = -~b: (30) 
4.1 Serni-Lagrangian Interpolation 
F'or the semi-Lap;ranp;ian method, fom different methods of computinp; the trajectories are studied. 
These are exacl t.ra.jeclory calculation and Lrajedory int.erpolaLion using cubic spline, cubic IIermiLe, 
and cubic Lagrange polynomials. The exact trajectory computation uses cubic spline interpolation 
for the departure point interpolation. The other methods use the same method for interpolation 
used for the t.ra.jeclory cornput.aLion. 
4.1.1 Exact Trajectories 
Using the relations for the Lap;ranp;ian trajectories (4) and the velocity (::W), we write 
dx 
- = +!.ly and dt 
>vhid1 can be integrated to yield the equations 
dij 
__.__ = -!.lx 
dt 
x(t) = ;i:o cos nt +Yo sin nt and .11(t) = -Xo sin nt +.'lo cos nt 
where 
:t: 0 = X a sin n(t + D..t) +Ya cos U(t + D.t) and Yo = ;i:a cos n(t + D.t) - Y a sin n(t + D..t) (31) 
and Xa = :t(l +ill) and Y a = y(l + D..l) are Lhe arrival poinls. The semi-Lagrangian rnidpoinL 
trajectories then become 
01 
02 
.1~ 0 [cos !.l(t + D.t) - cos nt] + y0 [sin n(t + D..t) - sin nt] 
-x 0 [sin r2(l + D..l) - sin nL] +Yo [cos !.l(l + D..l) - cos !.ll]. 
(:n) 
( :1:1) 
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4.1.2 Cubic Lagrange 
From the one-dimensional version of the trajectory equation (4) we obtain the relation 
( 
n L!!.t) O' = ~{ ·u J_,J. - -,( + -.- , 
2 '.! 
Since we <lo not. know the <leparl ure inLerval o a priori, we can iterate Lhi:; relaLion to ob Lain iL 
However, because the iterated midpoint departure point :t:m = ;i:.i - a/2 generally falls between 
grid points, 'Ne need to interpolate these non-grid point values. Lagrange interpolation yields c0 
approximations. A cubic Lagrange interpolation of the velocity u can be written as 
.-1 
u. (xm) = L 1;:,:(cm)ii; 
i=l 
where '1:\ ( 0, i = 1, ... , ,1 are Lhe Lagrange poly nornials an<l are defined by 
; ( t) _ 9 ( t 1 ) ( c'.! 1) L 'i _<, - - lG <, - <,, - 9 
· (·c) 27(c l)(C~ 1) '~)2 <., = 1~ <; - :l <;~ -
, (c) "7 (c 1 ) c~ ~·3 l, = - l6 l, + 3 (< - 1) 
4.1.3 Cubic Hermite 
Hermite interpolation uses not only the values at the grid points bllt also the derivatives, >vhid1 
make:; the int.erpolaLion C 1 . A IlermiLe int.erpolant. for the velocity can be writ.Len as 
where 
u0 = u(O) 
/fu 
a1 = rJf, (0) 
Oll . OU 
u3 = 2[u(O) - u(l)] + ~(O) + -;--)t (1). 
O<, ( <, 
Notir:e that generally, only the values of 11 at the grid points are known whereas the derivatives at 
Lhe grid point.:; are not The:;e deri vat.i ve:; are computed locally using Lhe procedure de:;cribe<l in 
[5] where all of the surrounding clements arc used to compute the derivatives at each grid point, 
thereby using a three-point stenr:il in one dimension and a nine-point stencil in two dimensions. 
4.1.4 Cubic: Spline 
Cubic splines use the same interpolating functions as in cubic Hermite interpolation; however, they 
are C'l. Once again, only the grid point values of 11 are known and it rem a.ins to r:ompllte the 
derivative:;. The manner in which Lhese <lerivaLive:; are cornpuLe<l for :;pline int.erpolaLion <liITers from 
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Hermite interpolation. In spline interpolation, the derivatives arc computed globally by enforcing 
slope and cmvatme continuity at all grid points yi elding the foll owing relations 
which defines a tridiagonal system that can be solved efficiently. 
4.2 2D Advection 
The advcction equation 
D;p D:p D:p --;;--+t1~+v-;i-=O 
ul u :t oy 
is given by setting /\' = 0 in ( 1). The initial condition is given as m [1 ::i] by the cosine wave 
100 [ 7rl'] 
'Po = 2 i + cos n 
where r::::: -J(.1~ - .1~ 0 ):! + (y - y0 )'.! and H,::::: 4Ll.1~. 
The boundary conditions are as sumed periodic in all directions. The analyti c solution of this problem 
lS 
P exact (x, y, t) = 'Po(x - u.t, y- vt, t) 
which i::; t.he rnLa.Lion of Lhe cosine wave about. t.he cent.er of Lhe d omain wiLl10uL any di::;sipaLion or 
deformation. The £2 error norm is defined in the following way 
11e11 .. 0 = 
.ff[;p(:t,y,t) - :Pexact.(x,y ,t)J£d.uly 
J f[ Pexact (x, y, t) ]2cfa:dy (:H) 
Table 1 show::; U1e resulL::; obt.ained using t.he Eulerian melhods for 0 = t 1 and 0. The r e::;uH.s are 
illustrated for up to five revolutions. It is clear that the best Eulerian m;thod is obtained by () = ~. 
Thi s is the semi-impli cit ~:u leri an met hod which is second order accmate in both time and space. 
The ::;uperiorily of t.he 0 = ~ met.hod over Lhe olher t.wo can be ::;een not. only by comparing Lhe €2 
error norm but also by the values of 'Pm ax. In addition, this method best conserves the first and 
second moments of the conservation variable. However, one discernible problem with this method is 
its minimum values. The analytic maximum and minimum should be 100 and 0. The () = ~ method 
clearly yields unwanted dispersion errors in the form of large negative numbers for the minimum 
values (::;ee La.ble 1). 
Table 2 shows the results obtained using the semi-Lagrangian m ethod. For pure advcction, this 
method is second order accurate in both time and space for all values of (J. This table shows the 
results for the semi-Lagrangian method using four different types of interpolation m ethods. This 
test was carried out to determine the amount of error introdu ced by iteratively computing the 
Lraj edories and int.erpola.Ling t.he deparl ure poinl values. In Lhis case we ha.ve Lhe luxury of a known 
velocity field, but in practice, it is unknown. The four methods of interpolation arc: exact, cubic 
Lagrange, cubic Hermite, and cu hie spline interpolation. In the exact method, the trajectories are 
computed exactly by virtue of equations 31 - 33 but the dcpa.rturc point values a.re interpolated 
using cu hie splines. Thi s test serves to show the error introduced by using cu hie splines to compute 
Lhe Lraj edories. Table 2 show::; t.hat. very lit.Lle errnr is inLrnduced by numerically comput.ing t.he 
trajectories using cubic splines. This table also shows that there is little difference between the 
cu hie Lagrange and Hermite interpolation, however, they yield much less accurate solution s th an 
Lhe cubic spline. 1\onelheles::;, all of Lhese semi-Lagrangian melhods yield much bet.Ler re::;uH.s Lha.n 
the Eulerian methods , including the semi-implicit ~:u lerian method. This can he seen not just by 
comparing Lhe £2 norms but. by comparing Lhe maximum and minimum values as well. ~oLe t.hat. 
the semi-Lagrangian method introduces very little dispersion error while the Eulerian methods arc 
hampered by dispersion and / or damping errors. However, the semi-Lagrangian method does seem 
Lo suITer from non-con::;ervaLion. 
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2-.: :.PiJ L 'PL 0 H.evoluLiom I It' 11.-0 9 1n a:r:- ,.., . . lJ 't" min 
. 92 
:.Pexact. ,1 exact~ 
1/2 1 0.2442 96.66 -13.63 1.001 1.000 
2 lHOG2 91.2-'l -20.01 0.998 1.000 
3 0.5136 84.61 -23 .43 1.000 1.000 
4 0.5Dl ::i 78.76 -24.::l.5 1.004 1.001 
G O.f>GOG 7i).8;1 -2fdl 0.9~Hl 1.002 
1 1 O.M78 ;n,9;1 -(U8 1.000 O.:H7 
2 0.7486 27.67 -0.41 1.000 0.253 
::i 0.7!J51 22.88 -0.42 1.000 O.'.W8 
,1 0.82:10 19.87 -0.:H 0.9~)9 0.181 
5 0.8422 17.79 -0.40 0.999 0.163 
0 1 0.9374 4 .83 0.00 1.042 0.039 
2 O.D744 2.26 0.00 1.0.56 0.027 
:1 0.98:18 Ul7 0.00 l.Ofil 0.02G 
4 0.9863 1.51 0.00 1.062 0.026 
G 0.9870 l.'17 0.00 urn:1 0.02G 
Table l: The Eulerian m ethod for the advection equation. () = ~ is the semi-implicit. method, () = 1 
is the implicit met hod, and fJ = 0 is the explicit method. The grid is :):) x ::i::l and oT = ~. 
Interpolation Revolutions I le 11< 2 'Pmax :.Prnin 2-.: f';j 2-.: 9~1 
. 'P" :.Pexad,.i exact, 
Exact 1 0.04.5D D8.4.) -1.26 O.DD8 O.D68 
2 0 JJ7:12 9;).79 -1.7;) 1.001 0.9'11 
3 0.0970 92.98 -1.98 1.004 0.918 
4 0.1186 DO.:);) -2.12 1.008 0.8D7 
5 0 .1383 87.91 -2.26 1.010 0.878 
Spline 1 0 .Ofi7'1 98.28 -1.:)() 1.000 0.%8 
2 0.1210 95.05 -1.81 0.999 0.942 
::i 0.1714 DU7 -2.0::1 1.000 O.D18 
4 0.2194 87.67 -1.97 1.001 0.897 
5 0.26.52 8.).:);) -2.W.l 1.00::1 0.878 
Hermite 1 0.1846 83.91 -3.11 0.999 0.863 
2 0.291:1 71.99 -:U() 1.000 0.778 
3 0.3672 64.47 -3.86 1.003 0.717 
4 0 .42.52 .)D.74 -::l.67 1.007 0.66D 
G lH7HJ ;'J;).8() -:1 . .:J() un:1 o.n:n 
Lagrange 1 0.197:1 80. 98 -1.();) 0.999 0.81:1 
2 0.3054 68.88 -1.91 1.001 0.713 
::i o.::l7D7 61.00 -Ull 1.004 0.646 
,1 lH:1G'1 ;);),;)() -1.89 i.orrn O.G97 
5 0.4798 51.26 -1.89 1.014 0.558 
Table 2: The :;erni-La.grangia.11 met.hod for Lhe advedion equa.Lion. Four Lype::; of int.erpola.Lion 
methods arc illustrated. These arc exact, cubic spline, cubic Hermite, and cubic Lagrange. The grid 
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() Kevohnions 11"1 lu 'Prui. u 2::: 'Pij 2::: 'P1j 'f"tno. :J: ., 
:Pexact,., 'P~xad.;1 
Jr 1 0 .Ofi7'1 98.28 -Lrn 1. ()()() lHJfi8 
2 0.1210 95.05 -1.81 0.999 0.942 
'.) 0.1714 D 1.'.:17 -2.0'.) 1.000 O.Dl 8 
,1 0.2HH 87.f>7 -1.97 1. ()() 1 0.897 
5 0.2652 85.33 -2.09 1.003 0.878 
2Ir 1 0.1911 96.52 -1.10 1.002 0.987 
2 o.:n1 ::i D7.28 -1.'.:lD 1.002 O.D74 
:1 O.fi:rn1 %.:18 -1.:1fi 1.()()2 lHHll 
4 0.6919 92.13 -1.53 1.003 0.949 
fi 0.8280 92.0fi -1.f>2 1. ()();1 lHJ:18 
Table 3: The semi-implicit semi-Lagrangian method ( (:) = & ) with cubic spline interpolation for the 
adved.ion eq11ation 11sing different Comant n11mbers. The grid is;);) x :):),and rr = 1T and 21T. 
The semi-Lagrangian method has been known to be non-conservative ( [1 ::i], [14] ) and table 
2 dearly show~ Ll1e lo:;~ in the second rnornenl of Lhe conservation variable. H i:; impori.anl to 
understand that while the semi-Lagrangian method is clearly superior to the Eulerian m ethod, it 
has achieved Lhese resulL:; using Couranl number:; four Lime:; greaLer Lhan that. u~ed for the Eulerian 
method. However, as the Courant number is increased beyond four, the semi-Lagrangian method 
suffers in accuracies due to disper sion errors. Table :) compares the semi-implicit semi-Lagrangian 
rneLhod u:;ing CouranL numbers of er = Ir and 2Ir. Clearly, Lhe error norm has more Lhan doubled 
while the time step was only increased by a factor of 2 and this trend worsens after each revolution. 
For increasing Coura.nt. number, Lhe <lisper~ion and group velociLy error:; become progre~sively wor:;e, 
which is what the stability analysis of section 3 predicted thus confirming our numerical results. 
Fig11res 17 - 22 compare the sol11tion s graphically for the semi-implicit b:11 lerian method (fJ = 
~) wiLh the semi-implict. :;emi-Lagrangian melho<l using cubic spline inLerpolat.ion. These figures 
show the solution after one , three and five revolutions. These figures clearly show the unwanted 
di:;persion error:; inLroduced by Lhe Eulerian melho<l. AfLer five revoluLions, the ~oluLion obLained 
by the Eulerian method is no longer acceptable clue to the ever increasing errors. In contrast, the 
semi- Lagrangian method captllres the analytic solution m11ch more acc11rately witho11t s11ffering the 
di:;persion error~ that. plague Lhe Eulerian met.hod. 
4.3 2D Advection-Diffusion 
The initial condition for the advcction-diffusion problem is given as in [13] by the following expo-
nenti al function 
,,2 
p 0 = 100 exp - 4~:t: 2 . 
,,\ 11 of the variables are defined as in the advection problem, and the diff11 sion coefficient /( ass11mes 
Lhe value~ 1 x 104 , fi x 104 , and 7 x 104 . The boundary condition i:; 
where Fi is the outward pointing normal vector to the boundaries. In an infinite plane, the analytic 
solution of this problem is given as in [ 1 :::] by 
.:r'2 + fP 
100 · ~ t (·P OJ t') - ---K-t-. cxr1 -'l~J.' 2 + ,1!( l r <'xac ~-, ~· · - · ~ 
. • < .. , • . 1 + 2.r ' 
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AI ct hod (} (J" J{ I !el lu :Ptnax :.Pmin L. Pu 2= ,~£ f1·~i 
'Pexa.cl •i .,._.8X3d,. 
~:11 l12ri an 1 / 2 rr/4 1 x 101 0.118.) .5.5.96 -::u 7 1.000 O.D8D 
;) x 104 0.01();) 2:rn i 0.00 1.002 0. 991 
7 x 104 0 .0117 18.21 0.00 1.009 0.994 
l 7r /4 1x10--q 0 .3477 32.69 0.00 1.000 0.555 
.) x 101 0.1::: 18 17.11 0.00 1.006 0.72::: 
7 x 104 0.097-'l l:UJ7 0.00 1.018 0.768 
0 7r /'1 1 x Hff 0.7081 (i.17 0.00 1.070 0.117 
5 x 104 0 .3847 5.70 0.00 1.084 0.270 
7 x 101 o.::: i.::;.::; 5.50 0.00 1.0D4 o.:Ho 
SL:\I 1/2 7r 1x10--q 0 .0341 61.86 0.00 1.000 1.009 
splin12 .) x 101 0.018.) 2.5.21 0.00 1.00::: 1.021 
7 x 104 0 . 0 fa'l HJ.2'1 0.00 1.011 1.020 
1 7r 1 x 10--q o.o4 rn 58.02 0.00 1.000 O.D76 
5 x 104 0 .0133 23.82 0.00 1.004 0.994 
7 x 101 0.0124 18.42 0.00 1. 01'.Z 1.000 
0 7r 1x10--q 0.5768 12.11 0.00 1.021 0.213 
;) x 104 0.2;)9() 9_,10 0.00 1.0:1G O.ilH 
7 x 104 0.2000 8.45 0.00 1.047 0.490 
'['3 bl12 4: 'l'h12 E11 l12rim1 and s12mi- f..3grnngim1 nwt hods for th12 adv12ction-diffosion 12q11ation. (} = ~ is 
Ll1e semi-implicit. melho<l, 0 = 1 is Ll1e implicit. met.hod, 0 = 0 i~ Lhe explicit. met.hod, an<l SLl\I is 
the semi-Lagrangian method. The grid is 33 x 33, and (J" = ~ for the Eulerian methods and (J" = 7r 
for t h12 s12rni- Lagr3ngian rn12thods. 
2= ·.~ 'Pi j . ~2 oT /( I lei Ir" ·~ "Ptn.HJ 2= hj 'f"'Ul,fl.;r ,..,£ 
<r-exaet ,; r exad,1 
7r / '1 1 x llff 0. 0'19'1 fitU7 0.00 1.000 0. 98;) 
5 x 104 0.0109 24.90 0.00 1.003 1.017 
7 x 101 0.0108 19.11 0.00 1.011 1.018 
7r 1 x 10-cr 0.0341 61.86 0.00 1.000 1.009 
;) x 104 0.018;) 2fi.21 0.00 1.00:1 1.021 
7 x 104 0.0154 19.24 0.00 1.011 1.020 
;)7!" /2 1 x 104 0.0818 tl2.l~ 0.00 1.000 1.01() 
.) x 101 0.0:).)2 2.5.21 0.00 1.004 1.024 
7 x 104 0. 027 () HJ.2'1 0.00 1.011 1.02;) 
Table 5: The semi-implicit. semi-Lagrangian met.hod ((} = & ) with cubic spline interpolation for the 
C1dv12ction-diffo sion 12q1rntion using diffor12nt Com ant n11rn b12rs. 'l'h12 grid is ;);) x :):), !lnd <T = % , 7r 
<l ;~;r an 2 . 
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2= ?;j ·~~ AI ct hod () er ]{ I le I le2 'Pmax :.Prni n 2= "''.i 
. 'P~ 
:Pexad.,.i exact!.L 
SL\·1 1/ 2 
" 
1 x 10·1 0.0900 .)2.00 -0.:)1.5 1.000 O.Dl 5 
La.grange G x 104 o .rn:12 2-'l.07 -0 .098 1.001 0.999 
7 x 104 0.0131 18.70 -0.172 1.005 1.007 
1 
" 
1 x 10" 0.1088 49.99 -0 .382 1.000 0.893 
5 x 10·1 0.0202 22.D.) -0.08.5 1.001 O.!J74 
7 x 104 0.01G9 17.99 -0.lfil 1.008 0.988 
() 7r 1 x HfT O.G790 11.97 -o .:rn~ 1.012 0.2H 
5 x 104 0.2633 9.34 -0 .403 1.025 0.421 
7 x 10·1 0.205:) 8.40 -o.4:rn 1.0:)4 0.50:) 
SL:\I 1/ 2 
" 
1 x 10" 0.0841 53.55 -0 .513 1.000 0.936 
Hermite 5 x 10·1 0.01.52 24.:)0 -0.101 1.001 1.005 
7 x 104 0.01'11 18.82 -0.17{) l.OOG 1.001 
1 
" 
1 x 10" 0.1015 .) 1.:)4 -0.588 1.000 O.Dl 2 
5 x 104 0.0193 23.14 -0 .087 1.001 0.979 
7 x 10·1 0.0155 18.08 -0.1 f:i.5 1.007 O.DD2 
0 
" 
1 x 10" 0.5791 12.00 -0 .320 1.0ll 0.214 
G x 104 0.2tl28 9.:rn -0.'118 UJ21 lH20 
7 x 104 0.2049 8.41 -0 .455 1.034 0.502 
Table 6: The semi- r .. agrangian method for the advection-diffosion equation 11sing Cll hie r .. a grange 
an<l IIermiLe inlerpolaLion. 0 = t is the :;emi-impliciL rnelho<l, 0 = 1 i8 Lhe irnpliciL rneLl10<l, 0 = 0 
is the explicit m ethod . The grid is ;);) x ;);) and cr = 7r. 
where 
x = .7~ - X o cos Dt - Yo sin nt and fJ = !J + X o sin nt - Yo cos nt. 
Table '1 shmvt; Lhe resulL:; for Lhe Eulerian a.nd semi-Lagrangian rnelho<ls for variout; va.lue8 of 
K and (). The integration is carried out for one revolution only because it is assumed that up 
to this point, the ho11ndaries do not affect the sol11tion and the domain can be ass11med infinite. 
Once a.gain, Lhe be8l :;olut.iorn; a.re given by Lhe semi-implicit. rnelho<ls (0 = ri. For the lower 
diffusion coefficient (1 x 104), the semi-implicit Eulerian method is still affected i:>y dispersion as is 
illu::;Lrat.ed in figure 2:1. Dul. as Lhe di!fu::;ion coefficienL K increa8es, Lhe equation i8 dominated by 
diffusion rather than advection and the dispersion error dissipates and as a result the accuracy of 
the n11merica l solution increases. Thi s tells us that the n11merica l scheme does a m11ch better job 
of capturing the diffusion dTecL:; as oppo::;ed to Lhe a.dvecLion Lhereby confirming Lhe re:;uli.8 of the 
one-dimensional analysis presented in section 3, 
The bottom half of table 4 shows the res11 lts obtained using the semi-Lagrangian method using 
cubic spline interpolation. This table illustrates the poor solution quality yielded by the explicit form 
oft he semi- Lagrangian m ethod. It is still better th an its ~:11 lerian co11nterpart, b11t it is nonethel ess 
not. a goo<l choice an<l 8lwul<l be avoided. 
For the lower value of K (1 x 104) the solution obtained by the semi-implicit semi-Lagrangian 
method (figme 24) is hetter than that obtained hy the semi-implicit ~:ulerian method (figme L::l), 
while using a Courant number four times la.rgcr. But as J( increases, we sec that the semi-implicit 
~:u leri an sol11tion becomes competitive with the semi-Lagrangian method. F'or /( = 5 x 10·1 and 
7 x 104 the 8erni-implicil Eulerian 8oluLion i::; slighLly belt.er Lhan the 8erni-Lagrangian met.hod for 
er = 11 and twice as accurate as the semi-Lagrangian method for er = 3£". This tells us two things: 
one, that the semi-Lagrangian method is diminishing in acc11racy for Co11rant m1mbers greater than 
four, and that for advection-diffusion the semi-implicit Eulerian method appears to become more 
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To confirm that this is not the case and that the semi-Lagrangian method is still more accurate 
th:rn the ~:u lerian met hod, we hav12 nm th12 s12mi-impli<:it semi- Lap;ranp;ian mod12l usinp; a Com ant 
number only L wo Lime::; greaLer. The8e resulLi:i are illut;LraLed in Lable fi. In other worcb Lhe semi-
Lagrangian model was run at a Courant number er = % showing that the semi-Lagrangian method 
i8 8Lill t;uperior Lo Lhe Eulerian met.hod for all value8 of K. 
Table 6 illustrates the results for the semi-Lagrangian method using cubic Lagrange and Hermite 
int12rpolation. Ther12 do not appear to be too many differ12nces betwe12n the two methods. Hmv12v12r, 
iL is imporLanL Lo noLe Lha.L a8 the diirusion coefficienL increase8, Lhe La.grange and IIermiLe semi-
Lagrangian methods compete with the cubic spline semi-Lagrangian method . I\oncthclcss, all of 
Lhe semi-Lagrangian met.lwds prove t.o be more accuraLe and efficienL Lha.n the Eulerian met.lwds 
whether for advcction or advcction-diffusion. 
5 Conclusions and Future Work 
A family of Eulerian and semi-Lagrangian finite clement methods were analyzed for stability and 
a<:<:ma<:y. This in<:luded expli<:it, impli<:it, and semi-impli<:it methods. The semi-implicit ~:ulerian 
and 8emi-Lagrangian meLhod::; a.re second order accuraLe in boLh 8pace and Lime. In addition, 
both methods arc unconditionally stable. However, for very la.rgc time steps the accuracy of both 
methods diminishes but the s12mi- f..ap;ranp;ian method still allows tim12 steps two to four times l arp;12r 
than the semi-implicit Eulerian method for a given level of accuracy. This property makes semi-
Lap;ranp;ian methods more attradive than ~:ulerian methods for integratinp; atmospheric and o<:ean 
equaLiom parLicula.rly because long time hi8Lorie8 are 8oughL for such problems. The semi-implicit. 
Eulerian method ( fJ = ~) was shown to be too dispersive for advcction because this method has no 
a<:<:ompanyinp; dampinp; for th12 short disp12rsive waves. For the semi- Lap;ranp;ian method, t her12 is 
no dii:ipersion associated with Lhe long waves and for Lhe shorL dii:ipersive wave::; there is a damping 
asso<:iated with them t her12hy resu ltinp; in a more a<:<:urate solution than obtained by th12 ~:u leri an 
meLlwd. The analyt;i::; abo show::; Lha.L Lhe accuracy of Lhe 8emi-impliciL semi-Lagrangian meLhod 
greatly diminishes for Courant numbers greater than four because dispersion errors arc introduced 
for th12 long 'Naves ((~ > % ) which are not damped by th12 amplirnde errors of the semi-Lagrangian 
meLlwd. The numerical 8Ludie8 corroboraLe Lhe a.rnpliLude, dispersion and group velociLy error 
analyses. 
~ umerical experimenL::; were performed on Lhe two-dimensional ad vecLion and ad vecLion-diirusion 
equations and the results demonstrate the superiority of the semi-implicit semi-Lagrangian method 
over the semi-impli<:it Eul12rian method not just in terms of a<:<:ura<:y bllt in terms of eflkien<:y as 
well, at; i8 ev idenL by Lhe larger Lime sLep8 allowed by the semi-Lagrangian meLhod. 13ecau::;e the 
resulting operator for the semi-Lagrangian method is self-adjoint the finite clement method offers 
Lhe optimal discreLizat.ion. In other worcb, Lhe resulLing coefficient. maLrix for the semi-Lagrangian 
method is symmetric positive-definite which means that highly efficient methods of solution, such as 
the ICCG (inrnmplet12 Choleski rnnjup;ate gradient method) <:an h12 used. This method is 12xtr12m12ly 
efficienL because only half Lhe matrix neecb t.o be stored. 
Three types of interpolation (cubic spline, cubic Hermite, and cubic Lagrange) for the trajectory 
and deparLure poinL calculations of the 8emi-Lagrangian meLhod were compared. The numerical 
results show that cubic spline interpolation is superior to both Lagrange and Hermite interpolation 
and th at v12ry little differ12nces ar12 seen between the latter two types of int12rpolation. The numerical 
re::;ulLs also show Lha.L the cubic spline meLhod yields resulL::; very similar t.o Lho8e obLained by the 
exact trajectory calculations. Thus, neither the trajectory calculation, nor the departure point 
compuLat.ion are responsible for the Lot.al ma.;;t; and energy lo8ses exhibited by semi-Lagrangian 
methods. R.itchic [15] found that these total energy losses become negligible when the grid resolution 
is incr12ased. P12rhaps an dticient approach may he to employ p;rid refin12ment methods [4] or q1rn .. dtr12e 
meLlwcb. In addiLion, mass conserving 8emi-Lagrangian meLlwcb for the a.dvecLion equa.Lion, and 
mass and energy conserving semi-Lagrangian methods for the shallow water equations need to be 
explored forther ( [6], [LZ] ). 
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